The class of languages recognizable by 1-way quantum finite automata is not closed under union by Valdats, M

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The computation of a QFA starts in the superposition jq
0
i. Then transfor-
mations corresponding to the left endmarker , the letters of the input word
x and the right endmarker $ are applied. The transformation corresponding to
a2  consists of two steps.
1. First, V
a




( ) where  is the
superposition before this step.
2. Then,  
0

















= spanfjqi : q2Q
non
g. It means, that











































and continues process with probability 
2
k










denote the transformation consisting of V
a
followed by projection to E
non
. This
is the transformation mapping  to the non-halting part of V
a
( ). We use V
0
w






















the i-th letter of the word w. Also we use  
y
to denote the non-halting part of
QFA's state after reading the left endmarker  and the word y2

. From the












if automaton accepts any word x2L with probability  p and rejects any word
x=2L with probability  p.
1.2 Main results so far
It has been shown [KW 97], that class of languages, recognizable by QFA is a
proper subset of regular languages. Also it has been shown (Theorems ?? and
?? taken from [ABFK 99]) , that classes of languages recognizable by QFA with
dierent probabilities diers.



































Theorem 1.2. Let L be a language and M be its minimal automaton. Assume










2. If M starts in the state q
1
and reads x, it passes to q
2
,
3. If M starts in the state q
2





is neither "all-accepting" state, nor "all-rejecting" state.
Then L cannot be recognized by a 1-way quantum nite automaton with
probability 7=9 + " for any xed " > 0.
If we add one more condition
5. There is a word y such that if M starts in q
2
and reads y, it passes to q
1
,















Fig. 1. Conditions of theorem 1.2, condition 5 - with dotted line
Theorem 1.1 is proved in [ABFK 99], theorem 1.2 is proved in [AF 98]
All recently known regular languages that are not recognizable by QFA have
these properties 1-5. The rst thing we will do in next chapter, is construct a
language, that is not recognizable by a QFA, and has not the property 5.
There are also a lot of results [AF 98,K 98] about number of states needed for
a QFA to recognize dierent languages. It can be exponentially less than even for
probabilistic automata but for reversible automata (a special type of quantum
automata) it can be also exponentially more than for deterministic automata.
It is yet unknown, what is the class of languages, recognizable by QFA.
2 Main results

















































and the word b fullls conditions 1-4 of
theorem 1.2 but condition 5 is not fullled.
Theorem 2.1. Language L
1
is not recognizable by a QFA.
Proof. As it is long and technical, it is presented in appendix.




. For variety they will be
























































































































Fig. 4. Automaton G
3
So, the automaton K
2


































































































0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
































0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0






































0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0




















0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0































0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0






































































































i) =  
1
,





















is in state q
4




so we have no special interest what happens further (and it is
correct, because G
2
is now in "all rejecting" state q
5
).
4. If automaton G
2
is in state q
1





is in state  
1






















rejects input with the same probability
1
3
, or continues in state  
2
.































receives b it does not change its state.
6. If automaton receives the right endmarker in state  
1





7. If automaton receives the right endmarker in state  
2




and as it was rejected with same probability so far, the




8. If automaton receives the right endmarker in state  
3




and as it was accepted with same probability so far, the




9. If automaton receives the right endmarker in state  
4





In these 9 points we wanted to show, that automatonK
2
performs computa-




is in one of its states q
1
; : : : ; q
4
,K
is in a corresponding state  
1

















are the only accepting states in G
1


















consists of all words which start with odd number of letters a and after
rst letter b (if there is such) there is odd number of letters a.
L
2
consists of all words which start with even number of letters a and after
rst letter b (if there is such) there is odd number of letters a.
L
1
consists of all words which start with any number of letters a and after
rst letter b (if there is such) there is odd number of letters a.























is not recognizable by
QFA.













. So the class of languages recognizable
by QFA is not closed under symmetric dierence. From this and from the fact,
that this class is closed under complement easy follows:
Corollary 2.3. The class of languages recognizable by QFA is not closed under
any binary Boolean operation, where both arguments are signicant.
3 Some more details








, union of whom is not recognizable by any QFA. What if we
increase the probability?













































Proof. We have automaton K
1











. We will make automaton K






















































consists of only one "all accepting" state, and modify a little its
V





















































































































































































































All this has also a nice geometric interpretation. We are going to build a linear





























  ". Geometrically we
consider a plane x; y where each word w is located in a point (x; y), where x is
probability that K
1





is the place, where lies all words, that do not belong to L.
S
2
is the place, where lies all words, that belong to L.
If we can (Fig.5) separate these two parts with a line ax + by = c then we




" with c as isolated cut point. If we
can not (Fig.6), then this method doesn't help. And as it was shown higher,








(Fig.7) is the limit case. If any of the probabilities
were a little bit greater then this method would help.





reject with probability 1   t or greater. Then (Fig.8) you can see, that now it








< 3 can be weakened (the
probabilities in Fig.8 are the same as in Fig.6). In the limit case, when rejecting






















































































































with a line, from what follows you










dened in chapter 2, cannot be
recognized with probability greater than
2
3
so the construction presented there
is best possible.
4 Appendix - proof of theorem 1.2
In this proof we are going to use one classical result from [BV 97], so as it has
very little connection with all other proof, we are going to present it here, in the
beginning.
Lemma 4.1. If  and  are two states of quantum system and k   k < "
then total variation distance between probability distributions generated by mea-
























i ; kk <
"
2












































































= 4k'kkk < 2k'k"
and as k'k  1 then  < 2".
This lemma shows the intuitively clear fact, that close states are accepted
with close probabilities. In our proof we are going to use it in such a form, that
dierence between acceptance probabilities (and also rejection probabilities ) of
states  and  where k   k < " is less than 2".
Let's say, that there is such QFA K, which recognizes the same language as
G with a xed probability
1
2
+ ". First thing we will do is decompose its state
space E
non








we will put all vectors  
with such a property: if automatonK starts in  then the probability, that input
is accepted or rejected while reading any word w2









will contain all vectors orthogonal to E
1
.




























































































, where n =
dimE
non
, or n is just the number of states in Q
non









. This means, that for each state  not in E
1
there is a word










( ) = V
a
( ) and V
0
b
( ) = V
b



















. From the denition of E
1













. As unitary transformations transforms orthogonal





































Lemma 4.2. For every  2E
2






( )k < Æ or in other words inffkV
0
w



















; k k  1g where n is still the number of states in Q
non
. It
means, that for each  we nd a word w with length n reading which automaton
would make maximum projections. It is clear, that M
 
< 1, otherwise  would
be in E
1
. We denote S = sup(M ). As set f j  2E
2
k k  1g is closed, so is








( )k  S
k
k k ! 0 when k!1.
We'll say, that state  
1
is reachable from state  
2









































); : : :




. As all they are inside nite space???, and they are innitely
































because unitary transformation doesn't change the length of vector. So now we
have kU ( 
2





















































or reachability is symmetric.
It is also very easy to prove, that reachability is transitive. It follows directly
from the fact, that transformations are continuous.
To prove the transitivity of reachability we even did not need the unitarity
of transformations, we used only their continuity, so reachability is transitive
in E
non
, and symmetric in E
1



















. Also after reading any word w2































. Let's denote R the
class of all reachable states from starting state  
I
. Also let's denote A( ) the
probability to accept input, if automaton in state  receives right endmarker $,
and p
w
the probability, that it has accepted input, while reading word w. So










)k < k, where k is very
small. We can easily assume, that automaton G
1
after reading w is in state q
2
,
































In further calculation we can omit existence of  
2
w












because probability changes  
2
can make, are too small,
when the dierence between acceptance and rejection probabilities has to be at
least 2".






+ "  p
w























Proof. Let there be  2R
2
, we denote max(
1
2
+ "   k k; k k  
1
2
+ ") = 2k. As
 is reachable from  
w





)   k < k.
Then by lemma 4.1 jA( ) A( 
wu
)j < 2k. So as
1
2





+ "  2k then
1
2







+ ", so the automaton accepts word






+ " - contradiction.
If automaton is in state  2R
1
and receives right endmarker $, it accepts input.
If automaton is in state  2R
3
and receives right endmarker $, it rejects input.
After reading letter a automaton must change its state from state, where
it accepts input (R
1
) to state, where it doesn't accept it (R
3
), and vice versa,








































) negligible, and contains pair number of a-s (we can always









probability to accept word bw is greater than probability to accept bwa, at
















) negligible, and contains pair number of a-s









, so probability to accept word abw is greater than probability to
accept abwa, at least for 2" what is not correct, because abwa belongs to
language but abw does not.
So we have found, that automatonK does not recognize some words correctly,
so it does not recognize language L
1
. Now the proof is nished.
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